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OFFICE OF THE Nursing Caucus  
INTRODUCTION 

 

 
     As a caucus, we intend to focus on the overall themes of cognizance, 
appreciation and integration throughout our terms as SRA members.  

Our main mission is to use our positions as student leaders to increase 
awareness of the MSU among nursing students and inspire our constituents to 
become more involved within the larger McMaster community by advocating 
for their best interests. We aim to do this accomplishing the following goals: 

1. Maintaining a good working relationship with the MUNSS (McMaster University 
Nursing Student Society) Council  

2. Having a more active social media presence 
3. Improving access to the nursing student lounge ‘‘Hole in the Wall’’ located in 

the Health Sciences Building 
4. Circulating a feedback form so that students have an avenue through which 

they can voice their opinions on how the program has changed over the past 
few years. The data collected from this form can serve as a point of reflection 
for our program coordinators.  

5. Holding a joint event with the SRA Health Science Caucus, in which we invite 
specific peer-support services and the BoD to introduce themselves to 
students within the faculty of Health Sciences 

Through regular updates via reports to the SRA and posts on social media, we 
aim to empower our constituents to keep us accountable to the platforms we 
ran on and the objectives we wish to complete.   
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GOALS 
 

 
 

Objective 1 Maintain a good working relationship with the MUNSS (McMaster 
University Nursing Student Society) 2015-2016 Executive 

Description Establishes that the SRA (Student Representative Assembly) and 
MUNSS are essentially one team working to better the experience of 
their constituents  

Benefits • Enables both parties to complete their goals  
• Enables future SRA and MUNSS members to achieve 

their own goals with an efficient working relationship 
• Unites the student body of undergraduate nursing 

across the three stream sites (McMaster, Mohwak and 
Conestoga) 

Difficulties • MUNSS meeting locations switch between the three sites 
per week  

• Possible timing conflicts  

Long-term 
implications  

• Better communication between the SRA and MUNSS 
• Unison amongst undergraduate nursing student leaders 

How? • Plan to have at least one SRA member at one MUNSS 
meeting per month 

• Keep MUNSS updated with the MSU (McMaster Student 
Union) by sharing necessary information 

• Act as liaison between MUNSS and the rest of the SRA    

Partners Krista Sferrazza (2015-2016 MUNSS president) and the rest of the 
2015-2016 MUNSS Executive 

 
Objective 2 Have a more active social media presence  
Description A more active presence will pique student interest and compensate 

for the lack of knowledge that the majority of nursing students have 
regarding the SRA and MSU 

Benefits • Allows undergraduate nursing students to be better 
informed about the MSU 

• Enables students to become more involved with the 
MSU through sharing volunteer/employment 
opportunities  

o Access to these opportunities will aid students 
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through the possession of knowledge and soft 
skills  

Difficulties • Student apathy 
• Lack of knowledge regarding various social media 

platforms  

Long-term 
implications  

• Increased undergraduate nursing student participation in 
the MSU 

• SRA elections with more than two candidates  

How? • Kayla will be in charge of the Twitter account (live-
tweeting meetings and sharing opportunities in the 
MSU)  

• Angela will make timely Facebook posts (re-capping 
SRA meetings, sharing opportunities available in the 
MSU, etc) 

Partners Any MSU member who we consult for social media (for example, 
Connor McGee) 

 

Objective 3 Improve access to nursing lounge (‘‘Hole in the Wall’’) in the Health 
Sciences Building (HSC) 

Description With the opening of the ‘‘Nucleus’’ (the lounge dedicated to students 
in the Faculty of Science) and general lack of free space on campus, 
it is the wish of this caucus to ensure a space that is available to 
nursing students  

Benefits • Enables this caucus to hold SRA office hours  
o Allows our constituents to better relay their 

concerns to caucus members  
• Allows for the use of the space by all nursing students  

Difficulties • ‘‘Hole in the Wall’’ suggests that the space is not very 
large which could pose accessibility concerns 

• Not all nursing students are on campus at the same time, 
so reaching out to all our constituents may be difficult 

Long-term 
implications  

• With increased knowledge of its location, we can look to 
getting better furniture  

• SRA office hours can be held here 

How? • Utilize ‘‘yellow suits’’ to advise first year students during 
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Welcome Week to speak to Ed Boado or the Nursing office to 
have their health science card activated as a pass  

• During ‘‘Faculty Day,’’ have both caucus members offer a 
low-key ‘‘welcome event’’ with tea, coffee and cookies where 
we can also advise first years to speak to the appropriate 
parties 

• Ask for the help of Michael Wooder to create a survey 
that can gauge the usage of the space by nursing students  

• Ask for the help of Michael Beattie to create promotional 
material  

o Posters, banners, etc.  

Partners Ed Boado (School of Nursing), Nursing office, ‘‘Yellow Suits’’ Nursing 
representatives, Michael Wooder, Michael Beattie 

 

Objective 4 Circulation of Feedback Form  
Description Both caucus members ran on platforms that aimed to better the 

experience of our constituents. However, without accurate data, we 
cannot hope to even begin effecting the changes we wish to see.   

Benefits • Identifies the top priorities that need to be addressed  
• Identifies the changes that nursing students wish to see 
• Allows the program coordinators to reflect on the 

changes they have recently implemented 
o Changes to first-year PBL group sizes  
o The use of textbooks vs. courseware vs. posting 

everything on Avenue to Learn (A2L) 
o Do course manuals help/hinder learning? 

Difficulties With the heavy course-load that nursing students face, acquiring 
enough data to properly present may be difficult.  

Long-term 
implications  

• Identify the concerns of nursing students and allow them 
a channel to communicate them to the Department 
heads that is less intimidating  

How? • Work with Michael Wooder to create a survey that can 
be circulated through nursing students 

• Work with MIETL to find if there is a proper format that 
needs to be used  

• Work with appropriate MUNSS executives (level 
representatives and VP academic) to circulate the 
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survey  

Partners Michael Wooder, Nursing VP Academic, MUNSS Level 
Representatives, Staff with the Nursing Department, MIETL, VP 
Administration (Giuliana Guarna), VP Education (Spencer Nestico-
Semianiw)  

 

Objective 5 Peer Support Network Event  
Description In collaboration with the SRA Health Sciences Caucus and Alex 

Wilson (TAC PTM and SHEC Executive member), we hope to hold an 
event in the first semester that informs students about these 
services.  

Benefits • Students learn about how to access and volunteer for 
these services  

• Encourages students to meet their SRA representatives 
and Board of Directors (BoD) 

• Foster the integration of MSU members in the MSU  

Difficulties • Finding space  
• Choosing a date (most peer support services take 

volunteers in the spring of the previous year) 
• Selecting which services to invite to the event  

Long-term 
implications  

Increased awareness about the peer services offered by the MSU 
can result in increased usage and volunteer applications. In the 
future, this can lead to the improvement of these services.  

How? • Speak to Housing Services to determine and reserve the 
most appropriate location for this event.  

• Get in contact with the SRA Health Sciences Caucus to 
effectively plan this event.  

Partners PTMs and volunteers of the various peer support services offered by 
the MSU, Services Commissioner, SRA Health Sciences Caucus, MSU 
BoD, Alex Wilson (TAC PTM and SHEC Executive member)  

 

Long-term planning 
 

 
 
Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the ultimate 

Incorporating Mohawk nurses into the MSU 
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goal?) 
Description As a caucus, we would begin the important conversation about 

giving Mohawk nurses MSU member status. In conversation with 
some Mohawk nursing students, there seems to be a wish for 
Mohawk nurses to be seen as MSU members because they feel as if 
they are more connected to the MSU instead of the MSA (Mohawk 
Student Association).  

Benefits • Increase the funds the MSU has through more paying 
members  

• Unite the students between the two different sites 
(McMaster and Mohawk)  

Year 1  Research what steps have already been taken 
• Speak to President (Ehima Osuzawa) to acquire agreement 

between MSA and MSU  
• Maintain open communication between the Mac and Mohawk 

Nursing Society Presidents and their respective department 
administrators  

Year 2  Gather evidence that there is a need to introduce Mohawk nursing 
students into the MSU 

• Speak to Michael Wooder to develop a strategy to best reach 
out to Mohawk nursing students about which student union 
they feel more affiliated with  

• Share information with Communications Officer to format 
results into a presentation that can be disseminated through 
both departments (McMaster and Mohawk) 

Year 3  Devise strategies to begin introducing Mohawk nurses into MSU 
• Speak to VP Finances (MSU and MSA) about fee restructuring 

needed  

Partners Krista Sferrazza (MUNSS 2015-2016 President), MSA 2015-2016 
President, Michael Wooder, Michael Beattie, MSU President (Ehima 
Osuzawa), McMaster and Mohawk Nursing Department 
Administrators, MSU VP Finance (Daniel D’Angela), MSA VP 2015-
2016 Finance   
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GOALS to strive for 
 

 
 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

1. Establish learning gaps in terms of how to best use social media platforms 
2. Establish collaboration between caucus members and MUNSS 2015-2016 

Executive 
3. Brainstorm ideas with SRA Health Science Caucus and Alex Wilson in regards 

to Peer Support Services Network to be held 
4. Research the appropriate groups/people the we plan to collaborate with 

throughout the year  
5. Devise strategies to best implement the goals of this caucus  

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 

1. Continue to regularly update the SRA Nursing Twitter page and Facebook 
page 

2. Attend at least one monthly MUNSS meeting between caucus members  
3. Meet with relevant groups/people who we plan to collaborate with to set our 

plans in motion 
4. Successfully hold our Peer Support Services Network with the SRA Health 

Science Caucus  
5. Utilize the ‘‘yellow suits’’ and School of Nursing to best publicize how to gain 

access to the ‘‘Hole in the Wall’’ nursing lounge, so that all Mac nursing 
students will be able to use it.  

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term 
(2nd) 

1. Achieve a noticeable increase in the awareness of the SRA, and consequently 
the MSU, amongst the body of undergraduate nursing students. We hope that 
by the end of this year, the apathy that most nursing students hold towards 
the MSU will disappear. This can be identified through more competitive SRA 
elections, boosted voter turnout and increased involvement in the McMaster 
community.  

2. A great working relationship between the SRA and MUNSS Executive. We 
hope that this relationship will incentivize our constituents to become more 
involved in the MSU through their own initiatives.  

3. Circulate the feedback form through the undergraduate nursing body and 
have a presentation outlining the results prepared to share the information 
with the School of Nursing and SRA.  
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4. Compile all research found in regards to beginning the introduction of Mohawk 
nursing students into the MSU so that future SRA Nursing Caucus members 
can continue this long-term goal.  

5. Assemble all relevant information regarding the steps taken by this year’s 
caucus into either a Dropbox folder or binder in order to ease the transition of 
next year’s SRA Nursing Caucus. 
 
 

Master Summary 

(calendar and checklist) 
 
May • Attend MUNSS meeting 

June • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Draft year plan 

July • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Begin devising strategies for the goals we plan to accomplish 

this year 

August • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Gain contact information of the relevant people we plan to 

collaborate with throughout the year and begin conversing 
with them 

September • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Hold Peer Support Services Network Event with SRA Health 

Sciences Caucus 

October • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Have all nursing students have access to ‘‘Hole in the Wall’’ 

student lounge 

November • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Update the SRA on what we have accomplished as a caucus  

December • Attend MUNSS meeting 

January • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Have class talks to ensure awareness of the upcoming SRA 

elections per level  

February • Attend MUNSS meeting 
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• Compile all research found in regards to the introduction of 
Mohawk nurses into the MSU 

March • Attend MUNSS meeting 
• Transition incoming SRA Nursing Caucus members  
• Share results of feedback form with School of Nursing 

administrators and SRA 

April • Attend MUNSS meeting 
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